Assignment 4

CIRCULATION / ZONES / OCCUPANT LIFESTYLE

Place this assignment into a folder with your name on the folder and the assignment.

Find ONE floor plan in approx. size: 8-1/2 x 11 that will fit into your notebook. You may go online to find a floor plan under "handouts"

1. Identify the circulation with a unique colored line for each type of circulation ________________

2. You are going to color in the zones, each in a different color

3. You are going to identify the occupant's lifestyle (who do you think would live in this home)

Circulation

Complete the following for each floor plan for circulation:

Mark the primary traffic routes with a colored pen or pencil (straight line or curved using a French Curve for curved lines) and mark the traffic path for Public, Private, Guest and Service areas in a unique color for each.

Draw a “triangle” in the kitchen and state if the kitchen triangle is “broken” or “not broken”

Provide a “key” identifying the circulation paths. For example.

Key

Public Circulation ________________________________

Private Circulation ________________________________

Guest Circulation ________________________________

Service Circulation ________________________________

Zones

Shade in the entire area for public zone, private zone, and service zone